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Agenda

3:00-3:15  Cold Drinks and Welcome
           (Doug Massey)

3:15-3:50  Trends in Hispanic Demographics, Poverty, Inequality and Social Mobility
           (Beth Mattingly, Juan Pedroza and Doug Massey)

           3:15-3:35: Presentation
           3:35-3:50: Discussion

3:50-5:00  Immigration Policy
           James D. Bachmeier, Research Associate, Population Research Institute, The
           Pennsylvania State University. “The Unhealthy Assimilation of the Foreign-Born
           Hispanic Population in the United States: The Role of Legal and Citizenship
           Status”

           3:50-4:10: Presentation
           4:10-4:25: Discussion

           Francisco Pedraza, Robert Wood Johnson Scholar in Health Policy Research,
           Univ. of Michigan; Ling Zhu, Asst. Professor of Political Science, University of
           Houston, “Political Exclusion, Immigration Enforcement, and the “Chilling Effect”
           on Latino Social Service Use”

           4:25-4:45: Presentation
           4:45-5:00: Discussion
5:00-5:35  **Incorporation of New Generations**  
Van C. Tran, Asst. Professor of Sociology, Columbia University.  
“Second Generation Decline or Advantage? New Evidence on the Assimilation of Latinos in the U.S.”  

5:00-5:20: Presentation  
5:20-5:35: Discussion  

5:35-6:55  **Dinner and Discussion**  

6:55-7:30  **Health and Well-Being**  
Fernando Riosmena, Asst. Professor of Population, University of Colorado – Boulder. “The Hispanic Health Paradox and Immigrant Health Adaptation Processes”  

6:55-7:15: Presentation  
7:15-7:30: Discussion  

7:30-8:05  **Social Mobility**  
Dawn M. Richardson, Asst. Professor of Community Affairs, Portland State University, “Pathways to Mobility”  

7:30-7:50: Presentation  
7:50-8:05: Discussion  

8:05  **Meeting Wrap-Up and Expectations for September**  
(David Grusky)  

* This conference and the research presented is partially supported by a Poverty Center Grant awarded to the Center on Poverty and Inequality at Stanford University (Grant Number AE00101) from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, and awarded by Substance Abuse Mental Health Service Administration and a sub-award (Grant Number H79 AE000101-02S1) titled ”Poverty, Inequality, and Mobility among Hispanic Populations: An Innovative Subgrant Research Program at the Stanford Center on Poverty and Inequality” funded by ACF’s Office of Planning, Research and Evaluation. *Its contents are solely the responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily represent the official views of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, or Office of Planning, Research and Evaluation.*